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In the present study effect of sublethal concentration of lead nitrate (378 mg/L of 96h LC50 value) on the blood profile of *Clarias batrachus* was studied. *Clarias batrachus* when exposed to sublethal concentration of lead nitrate showed various changes in the blood parameters. The acid phosphatase, alkaline phosphatase and C-reactive protein levels raised in the experimental fish. Cortisol level rose initially in 24h exposure period but slowly declined in 48h, 72h and 96h exposure periods.
INTRODUCTION

The contamination of fresh waters with a wide range of pollutants has become a matter of concern over the last few decades (Vutukuru, 2005; Dirilgen, 2001; Voegborlo et al., 1999; Canli et al., 1998). The natural aquatic systems is getting extensively contaminated with heavy metals released from domestic, industrial and other anthropogenic activities (Velez and Montoro, 1998; Conacher et al., 1993). Heavy metal contamination may have devastating effects on the ecological balance of the recipient environment and a diversity of aquatic organisms (Farombi et al., 2007; Vosyliene and Jankaite, 2006; Ashraj, 2005). Among animal species, fishes are the inhabitants that cannot escape from the detrimental effects of these pollutants (Olaifa et al., 2004; Clarkson, 1998; Dickman and Leung, 1998). They are the best bioindicators of aquatic environment as they are very sensitive to any xenobiotics in a short time acute or long term chronic form (Nath et al., 1989; Munshi and Singh, 1992; Parashar and Banerjee, 2002; Chandra and Banerjee, 2004). The effect of heavy metal on aquatic organism is currently attracting widespread attention. These metals may occur in concentration that are lethal or sub lethal to aquatic organism. Recent investigations have shown that a small amount of metal is sufficient to bring about severe biochemical, physiological and hematological consequences. Heavy metal poses a serious threat to the aquatic environment because of their toxicity persistence, tendency to accumulate in organism and food chain amplification. They cause severe damage to aquatic fauna including fish.

Lead a non essential and non beneficial element has considerably added a problem of health hazard to human and experimental mammals. It has also received much attention over the past few years as potentially important aquatic pollutant. Fishes are of great nutritional significance and their intoxication by lead causes retardation of growth and deterioration in the nutritional value (Shaffi, 1979). In fish lead is known to cause a variety of effects like anemia, inhibition of delta amino levulinic acid dehydratase activity, caudal fin degeneration and black tail disease (Ruparelia et al., 1989). But very little attention has been paid to biochemical changes which develop more quickly in response to toxicants than any apparent morphological changes. Therefore, the present investigation was undertaken to evaluate the effect of lead nitrate on some biochemical parameters of Clarias batrachus blood specifically alkaline phosphatase, Creactive protein and cortisol.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Healthy Clarias batrachus, weighing 80-100g, length 18-22cm were purchased from the local market, Lalpur bazaar, Ranchi, Jharkhand and were disinfected by bathing in 0.01% KMnO₄ for 1 to 2min. The fishes were acclimatized in the laboratory condition for two weeks and were fed with minced goat liver. Water was renewed every 24 hr. Optimum water quality parameters such as temperature, pH, dissolved oxygen, carbon dioxide, total alkalinity and hardness were analyzed by following the procedure of APHA (2000).

For each experiment 10 acclimatized fishes were exposed to sub lethal concentration of LC₅₀ value of lead nitrate solution (96 hr LC₅₀ 378mg/L, determined by Spearman-Karber method, Hamilton et al., 1977) for a period of 24, 48, 72 and 96 hr. A parallel control was also maintained. At the end of the exposure period blood was collected from the posterior caudal vein according to Smith et al., (1999). Alkaline phosphatase was measured by photometric method using ALP kit (Diasys diagnostic). Acid phosphatase was estimated by colorimetric method using ACP kit (Randox lab). C-reactive protein value was determined by immunoturbidimetric method using CRP kit (Roche diagnostics) and cortisol was estimated by ELISA reader using cortisol kit Immunotech.

The data obtained was analyzed by applying analysis of variance (ANOVA) to test the level of significance.

RESULTS

No mortality was recorded in the control and lead nitrate treated groups for the exposure period of 96 hr.
Variations were observed in ACP, ALP, CRP and Cortisol value between control and lead nitrate treated fishes. A significant increase in acid phosphatase value in lead nitrate treated fish was observed (Fig. 1). Mean acid phosphatase value in control was found to be \(516.7 \pm 23.54\) IU/mL of blood. The value increased by more than 50\% at the end of the exposure period attending a highest value of \(1150 \pm 16.21\) IU/mL of blood. Similarly increase in alkaline phosphatase value was also observed from a control value of \(29.0 \pm 7.65\) IU to a maximum of \(395.0 \pm 11.12\) IU/mL of blood (Fig. 2). There is significant increase in ALP value with increasing hour of exposure. Mean C reactive protein value showed increase from basal control value of \(2.97 \pm 0.15\) to a maximum of \(5.053 \pm 0.021\) after 96 hr of exposure (Fig. 3) and the value was found to be statistically significant. Cortisol showed an immediate hike in the initial phase of lead exposure and remained high throughout the experimental period (Fig. 4). All the values obtained were statistically significant \((p<0.01)\).

**DISCUSSION**

From the results it is evident that lead has a significant toxic effect on the alkaline phosphatase, acid phosphatase, cortisol of fish blood. The biochemical parameters of fish blood are very much sensitive to environmental changes both under normal and polluted condition. Changes in plasma activity are used as indicators of tissue injury, environmental stress or a diseased condition. The enzyme ALP and ACP synthesized in the liver are good indicator of hepatic condition of fish. The CRP indicates any inflammatory as well as malignancy (Henry, 1979). Fantin *et al.* (1992) noticed significant deposition of lead in the hepatocytes of *Carassius carassius* after 48 hr of exposure. Lead accumulation is relatively high in gills and liver than any other organ (Vinodhini and Narayanan, 2008) and its accumulation gradually increases with increasing hour of exposure. The higher accumulation of lead in liver may alter the levels of alkaline phosphatase and acid phosphatase enzyme. The variations in the level of these enzymes indicate liver damage. The results obtained show gradual increase in acid phosphatase enzyme from \(516.7 \pm 23.54\) IU/mL in control fish to \(1150 \pm 16.21\) IU/mL in 96 hr of exposed fish (Fig. 1). This result is in agreement with significant increase
in ACP activity in kidney of catfish *Heteropnestes fossilis* after cadmium intoxication as reported by Sastry and Subhadra (1985). Sastry and Gupta (1979) also recorded elevation in activity of acid phosphatase in *Channa punctatus* under lead exposure. The rise in the activities of acid phosphatase due to lead toxicity suggests probable hepatocellular damage in the organism (Sharma, 1999). The increase may be associated either with the decrease in stability of liver lysosome membrane or with liver damage as this enzyme is known to be associated with lysosomal activity. It has been suggested that the acid phosphatase elevation reflects proliferation of lysosomes in attempt to sequester the toxic xenobiotic (Gill et al., 1992).

Alkaline phosphatase is a membrane bound enzyme found at bile pole of hepatocytes and has been linked with rheumatoid arthritis in human beings. It is also affected by different heavy metals of which lead nitrate exert a pronounced effect on its activity. Generally lead nitrate is considered as an activator of alkaline phosphatase which is also evident in the present study. Here the alkaline phosphatase activity is found to be increased from a control value of 29.0±7.65 IU to a maximum of 395.0±11.12 IU/mL of blood in 96 hr of exposure (Fig. 2). The result is in agreement with findings of Agarwal and Sastry, (1979) who has recorded significant increase in activity of ALP in *Channa punctatus* after 96 hr exposure of mercuric chloride. Gill and Pant, 1981;Gill et al., (1991) recorded an increase in alkaline phosphatase activity in *Puntius conchonius* under mercuric chloride intoxication. Ilyas et al., (2007) noticed the same result in *Labeo rohita*. The increase of alkaline phosphatase was also observed in endosulfan treated *C.batrachus* (Ranjeeta, 2008). Such result might be due to increase in osteoblastic activity or intra and extra hepatic obstructions of biliary passage (Jyothi and Narayan, 1999).

C-reactive protein is an acute phase reactant protein that is synthesized by the hepatocytes in response to chronic inflammatory conditions and malignancy (Henry, 1979). The elevated value of C-reactive protein from basal control value of 2.97±0.15 to a maximum of 5.053±.021 after 96 hr of exposure (Fig. 3) may be due to degenerating cells and damaged cell membranes.

Cortisol plays a main role in restoring homeostasis during stress and cortisol level is used as indicator of stress in fish. High levels of cortisol have been shown to reduce growth rate, reproduction and immune function in teleosts (Bonga, 1997). Elevated cortisol value from 0.85±0.23 to 2.1±0.21 after 96 hr of lead exposure in the present study is suggestive of that fishes are in stress under lead intoxication.
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